The DSM-5 Collection has been translated into multiple languages. The available languages, publishers, and DSM-5 titles are listed below.

1. **Chinese, Simplified**
   **Peking University Press**
   [www.pup.cn](http://www.pup.cn)
   - Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5), Fifth Edition
   - Desk Reference to the Diagnostic Criteria From DSM-5
   - DSM-5 Handbook of Differential Diagnosis
   - Understanding Mental Disorders: Your Guide to DSM-5

   **Peking University Medical Press**
   [http://pumpress.bjmu.edu.cn](http://pumpress.bjmu.edu.cn)
   - DSM-5 Clinical Cases

2. **Chinese, Traditional**
   **Ho-Chi Book Publishing Company**
   [www.hochitw.com](http://www.hochitw.com)
   - Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5), Fifth Edition
   - Desk Reference to the Diagnostic Criteria From DSM-5
   - The Pocket Guide to the DSM-5 Diagnostic Exam
   - DSM-5 Pocket Guide for Child and Adolescent Mental Health
   - DSM-5 Clinical Cases
   - DSM-5 Handbook of Differential Diagnosis
   - Study Guide to DSM-5
   - Understanding Mental Disorders: Your Guide to DSM-5

3. **Croatian**
   **Naklada Slap**
   [www.nakladaslap.com](http://www.nakladaslap.com)
   - Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5), Fifth Edition

4. **Czech**
   **Hogrefe Testcentrum**
   [www.testcentrum.cz](http://www.testcentrum.cz)
   - Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5), Fifth Edition
5. Danish
Hogrefe Psykologisk Forlag
www.hogrefe.dk
- Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5), Fifth Edition

6. Dutch
Uitgeverij Boom
www.uitgeverijboom.nl
- Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5), Fifth Edition
- Desk Reference to the Diagnostic Criteria From DSM-5
- The Pocket Guide to the DSM-5 Diagnostic Exam
- DSM-5 Clinical Cases
- DSM-5 Guidebook
- DSM-5 Handbook of Differential Diagnosis
- DSM-5 Self-Exam Questions
- Study Guide to DSM-5
- Understanding Mental Disorders: Your Guide to DSM-5

7. Farsi
Arjomand Publications
mohsenarjmand@gmail.com
- Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5), Fifth Edition
- DSM-5 Handbook of Differential Diagnosis
- DSM-5 Self-Exam Questions

8. French
Elsevier Masson SAS
www.elsevier-masson.fr
- Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5), Fifth Edition
- Desk Reference to the Diagnostic Criteria From DSM-5
- DSM-5 Clinical Cases
- DSM-5 Handbook of Differential Diagnosis

9. German
Hogrefe Verlag GmbH & Co. KG
www.hogrefe.de
- Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5), Fifth Edition
- Desk Reference to the Diagnostic Criteria From DSM-5
- DSM-5 Handbook of Differential Diagnosis

10. Greek
Litsas Medical Books & Publications
www.litsas.gr
- Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5), Fifth Edition
- Desk Reference to the Diagnostic Criteria From DSM-5
11. Hungarian
Oriold & Co. Publisher & Services Ltd.
http://hu.orieldbooks.com
- Desk Reference to the Diagnostic Criteria From DSM-5
- DSM-5 Classification
- The Pocket Guide to the DSM-5 Diagnostic Exam
- DSM-5 Clinical Cases

12. Italian
Raffaello Cortina Editore
www.raffaellocortina.it
- Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5), Fifth Edition
- Desk Reference to the Diagnostic Criteria From DSM-5
- The Pocket Guide to the DSM-5 Diagnostic Exam
- DSM-5 Clinical Cases
- DSM-5 Guidebook
- DSM-5 Handbook of Differential Diagnosis
- DSM-5 Pocket Guide for Child and Adolescent Mental Health
- DSM-5 Self-Exam Questions
- Study Guide to DSM-5
- Understanding Mental Disorders: Your Guide to DSM-5

13. Japanese
Igaku-Shoin Ltd.
www.igaku-shoin.co.jp
- Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5), Fifth Edition
- Desk Reference to the Diagnostic Criteria From DSM-5
- The Pocket Guide to the DSM-5 Diagnostic Exam
- DSM-5 Pocket Guide for Child and Adolescent Mental Health
- DSM-5 Clinical Cases
- DSM-5 Guidebook
- DSM-5 Handbook of Differential Diagnosis
- DSM-5 Self-Exam Questions
- Study Guide to DSM-5
- Understanding Mental Disorders: Your Guide to DSM-5
- Anxious Disorders: DSM-5 Selections
- Depression Disorders: DSM-5 Selections
- Neurodevelopmental Disorders: DSM-5 Selections
- Schizophrenia Spectrum and Other Psychotic Disorders: DSM-5 Selections

14. Korean
Hakjisa Publisher
www.hakjisa.co.kr
- Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5), Fifth Edition
- Desk Reference to the Diagnostic Criteria From DSM-5
- The Pocket Guide to the DSM-5 Diagnostic Exam
- DSM-5 Clinical Cases
- Understanding Mental Disorders: Your Guide to DSM-5
- Anxiety Disorders: DSM-5 Selections
- Depressive Disorders: DSM-5 Selections
• Feeding and Eating Disorders: DSM-5 Selections
• Neurodevelopmental Disorders: DSM-5 Selections
• Schizophrenia Spectrum and Other Psychotic Disorders: DSM-5 Selections
• Sleep-Wake Disorders: DSM-5 Selections

15. Polish
EDRA Urban & Partner
https://edraurban.pl/
• Depressive Disorders: DSM-5 Selections
• Desk Reference to the Diagnostic Criteria From DSM-5
• Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5), Fifth Edition
• Schizophrenia Spectrum and Other Psychotic Disorders: DSM-5 Selections
• Sleep-Wake Disorders: DSM-5 Selections
• DSM-5 Handbook of Differential Diagnosis

16. Portuguese (Brazil)
Grupo A Educação SA
www.grupoa.com.br
• Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5), Fifth Edition
• Desk Reference to the Diagnostic Criteria From DSM-5
• DSM-5 Classification
• The Pocket Guide to the DSM-5 Diagnostic Exam
• DSM-5 Clinical Cases
• DSM-5 Guidebook
• DSM-5 Handbook of Differential Diagnosis
• Study Guide to DSM-5
• Anxiety Disorders: DSM-5 Selections
• Depressive Disorders: DSM-5 Selections
• Schizophrenia Spectrum and Other Psychotic Disorders: DSM-5 Selections

17. Portuguese (Portugal)
Climepsi Editores
www.climepsi.pt
• Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5), Fifth Edition
• Desk Reference to the Diagnostic Criteria From DSM-5
• The Pocket Guide to the DSM-5 Diagnostic Exam
• DSM-5 Clinical Cases

18. Romanian
Callisto Medical Publishing
www.callisto.ro
• Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5), Fifth Edition

19. Serbian
Naklada Slap
www.nakladaslap.com
• Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5), Fifth Edition
20. Slovak
Vydavatelstvo F
http://vydavatelstvo-f.sk
- Desk Reference to the Diagnostic Criteria From DSM-5

21. Spanish
Editorial Médica Panamericana
www.medicapanamericana.com
- Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5), Fifth Edition
- Desk Reference to the Diagnostic Criteria From DSM-5
- The Pocket Guide to the DSM-5 Diagnostic Exam
- DSM-5 Clinical Cases
- DSM-5 Guidebook
- DSM-5 Handbook of Differential Diagnosis
- DSM-5 Self-Exam Questions
- Study Guide to DSM-5

22. Spanish (U.S. and Canada)
American Psychiatric Association Publishing
www.appi.org
- Desk Reference to the Diagnostic Criteria From DSM-5

23. Swedish
Pilgrim Press AB
http://pilgrimpress.se
- Desk Reference to the Diagnostic Criteria From DSM-5

24. Turkish
HYB Publishing Co. Ltd.
fkoroglu@hyb.com.tr
- Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5), Fifth Edition
- Desk Reference to the Diagnostic Criteria From DSM-5
- The Pocket Guide to the DSM-5 Diagnostic Exam
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